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What is a Science Gateway?
Normally, it means a web interface used to run a complex scientific 
application on a high performance computer. 

Designing a GUI or web interface to resources and making it robust is a long 
complex process that can take many hours.

Today we are going to learn how to make a science gateway from your 
application in an hour!

More formally:

https://www.xsede.org/gateways-overview

https://www.xsede.org/gateways-overview


What is Agave?
The Agave Platform (  LINK:    http://
agaveplatform.org) is an open source, science-as-a-
service API platform for powering your digital lab.

Agave allows you to bring together your public, 
private and shared high performance computing 
(HPC), high throughput computing (HTC), cloud 
and Big Data resources under a single friendly 
REST API

http://agaveplatform.org
http://agaveplatform.org


How does Agave work
Under the hood, Agave works by using a REST api and JSON 
to format data. 

What do the words JSON and REST mean?
1 What is JSON? JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a 

lightweight data-interchange format. It is easy for humans to 
read and write. It is easy for machines to parse and generate.

2 What is REST?  REST stands for REpresentational State 
Transfer.  REST is a stateless, cacheable, uniform way of 
using URL's to communicate between a client and server.



What Capabilities does Agave 
provide?

Run code

Manage data

Collaborate meaningfully

Integrate anywhere

Provenance chain



https://togo.agaveplatform.org

This is the URI you will use after the tutorial is 
over

To use this you must have an Agave account and 
an HPC account



This is the Create account and 
login page.

Everything on this screen if you were to create it from scratch 
would be a HUGE job requiring hours of coding.  With ToGo 

your Gateway’s users can login securely and get to work



Finish Agave Account

Finish creating your account by filling in required 
information and submitting

Go to the email app you use for the email address 
you gave Agave and click on the link to verify and 
activate your account.



Setup HPC Account
Already have an XSEDE or other supercomputer 
center (HPC) account?  You are set.

No HPC account?  You must get one before you can 
proceed.  Ask your group leader, major professor or 
other researchers around you where to get your 
account.  HPC account:  https://accounts.hpc.lsu.edu/
login_request.php

After acquiring your account and password you are 
ready to go.



Get the code and wrapper files
To follow along with this tutorial you need several 
files. These files will be downloaded from my web 
page in the following slides. 

input.txt          (input parameter file)

drawgau.cpp   (source code)

drawgau-wrapper (batch file script to run the 
job)







Get Files
You need the files and the best way to get them is:

log into your personal hpc account and type the 
following statements:

curl -LO https://cct.lsu.edu/~sbrandt/agave-
deployment.tgz

tar xzvf agave-deployment.tgz

cd agave-deployment

make

https://cct.lsu.edu/~sbrandt/agave-deployment.tgz
https://cct.lsu.edu/~sbrandt/agave-deployment.tgz
https://cct.lsu.edu/~sbrandt/agave-deployment.tgz


Setup Agave Storage  
and Execution Systems



The right side of the dashboard.



The left side of the dashboard

This is where we will do our work!



Create the Systems Needed

We will first create the Storage System description

Then create the Execution System description

Use the Dashboard and choose the Systems item



The left side of the dashboard

Click on the “Systems” link 

This will take you to the page where

you will create your execution and 
storage systems





Choose storage from 
the window above.

Click on menu and choose storage 
for your system.















Choose Execution  this time











Table 1

    #PBS -A hpc_cmr

    #PBS -q checkpt

    #PBS -l nodes=${AGAVE_JOB_NODE_COUNT}:ppn=16

(your allocation) 

Type following lines into the “Custom Directives” box













Create an Agave App

Back to working with Agave TOGO to run our job















































Uncheck the “Archive output” box





Output from Job Run

Log into your HPC account 

cd into /work/username

ls -l



Conclusion

Once you define your storage system, execution 
system, and app you have a working science 
gateway!

We have successfully run a job without logging 
into our hardware system and using the command 
line.

Save development time by using Agave.



Final thoughts

If you want a demo or hands on for your group let 
us know:

ktraxler@lsu.edu

sbrandt@cct.lsu.edu

mailto:ktraxler@lsu.edu
mailto:sbrandt@cct.lsu.edu

